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Abstract

Spectrograms extract frequency components from a signal. Spectrograms have been
in use for a long time mainly to analyze frequency components in audio signals. Typically,
these audio signals have a very high sampling rate, various frequency components and high
frequency variability with time. Vital signs on other hand have very low sampling rate with
no frequency variability. This work explores if spectrograms can be used to analyze and
recognize patterns from vital signs signals.
As mentioned above, spectrograms deal with frequencies. More the variability of
frequency, better the patterns emerge when spectrograms are applied on the signals. As
vital signs lack the frequency variability, this work uses frequency modulation to introduce
frequency variability. The amplitude of vital signs signal is encoded as frequency of another
signal on which spectrogram is applied to understand the frequency variability which is
directly proportional to the amplitude of the vital signs signal.
Then, the generated spectrograms are given as an input to convolutional neural networks to extract features and classify the spectrograms. The efficacy of this method is
tested on 4 different datasets for prediction and detection. The proposed method was able
to achieve an accuracy of 91.55% and an AUC of 0.92 for prediction task and had better
overall precision, recall, F1-score compared to the baseline method. It also achieved an accuracy of 91.67 and AUC of 0.92 on classification or detection task and also it performed better
than baseline method in all the metrics such as precision, recall, F1-score for detection.

v

Chapter 1

1.1

Introduction

Problem Statement
Vital signs quantify physiological state of a person. Typical vital signs signals are but

not limited to Heart rate, Respiratory rate, Oxygen saturation, Blood pressure. Analyzing
and recognizing patterns from vital signs help us gauge the physiological state of a person
as well as detect or predict an abnormality. Several works like [1] establish that continuous
monitoring of vital signs will help us understand the underlying subtle patterns through
which we can predict an imminent abnormality.
This thesis will present a rather new approach for recognizing patterns from vital
signs using spectrograms[30]. Spectrograms reveal the frequency components of a signal using
Fourier transform [6]. Audio signals are best suited for spectral analysis. Using spectrograms
on audio signals we can detect spoken words, emotions like crying[34], laughing and so on.
Audio signals typically have a sampling frequency of more than 20KHz and also they cover
wide range of frequencies ranging from 20 Hz to 20 KHz. Spectrograms can capture such
frequency components with ease.
In the case of vital signs, the typical sampling rate maybe 1 sample/ second or 1
sample/minute. Compared to sampling rate of audio signals, the sampling rate of vital signs
is too low. Also, vital signs do not exhibit periodicity. They are dependant on internal and
external factors which do not repeat. So, we cannot find periodic components in vital signs
signals unlike audio signals. Also, due to the lack of periodicity, it lacks frequency variability.
Due to all these factors, spectrograms cannot extract frequency components from vital signs
signals.
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This work proposes use of frequency modulation[4] as a solution to introduce frequency variability. Even though, there is a lack of frequency variability in vital signs signals,
using frequency modulation, they can be translated to another signal which carries the information from vital signs and has frequency variability. Now, applying spectrogram on
frequency modulated signal will reveal the frequency components of it which are directly
dependant on amplitude of vital signs signal. Then, the spectrograms are then analyzed
using convolutional neural networks[23] to recognize and predict or detect abnormality in
the vital signs of the subject.

1.2

Previous Works
Patterns exhibited by vital signs have always sparked interest in researchers. Many

research works exist exploring the same. Two main tasks performed by researchers on vital
signs are detection and prediction of abnormalities. For example [1, 28] have shown that
we can predict an imminent hypotensive episode(very low pressure) by monitoring blood
pressure continuously.
The work [8] predicted occurrence of cardiac arrest by analyzing vital signs. [5] used
machine learning algorithms to analyze vital signs to predict onset of sepsis. The work [25]
analyzed vital signs to predict mortality.
Works like [47] have shown that we can detect an ongoing pain episode in neonates
by analyzing patterns from vital signs. Also,[13, 22] establish that stress can be detected by
analyzing vital signs signals. The work [43] detects stress from vital signs.
As convolutional neural networks have higher number of parameters to train, data
augmentation is required to generate more data samples. Spectrograms cannot be augmented
using traditional image augmentation techniques like rotation, flipping, zooming because the
information in spectrogram is position dependant. The traditional augmentations do not
care about the positional information and performing such augmentations can corrupt the
information in spectrograms.
2

The works such as [29][27][38] demonstrate different methods by which data augmentations can be done on spectrograms. This work draws inspiration for data augmentation
from [34] for data augmentation using random noise. In this specific augmentation technique,
random noise which may be distributed uniformly or normally is generated and added to
the input signal thereby creating a noisy signal which has noise as well as preserves the
characteristics original signal.
Vital signs signals are time series signals. There are different encoding techniques
which can encode time series signals as images. For example, Markov Transition Fields [10]
and Gramian Angular Fields [46] encode time series signals as pixels of images which can
then be analyzed using convolutional neural networks.This work [45] uses Gramian Angular
Fields to encode EEG signals as images and use deep learning to classify them.
Spectrograms have always been in use mainly for audio applications.For example, the
work [9] uses spectrograms to detect music genres. The work [37] used spectrograms for
detecting emotions from speech. Spectrograms are used to ’detect’ vital signs (not analysis)
in conjunction with high frequency radar signals. The works [14] , [33] demonstrate usage
of spectrograms on radar signals to detect vital signs in real time. Few works like [32, 31]
have shown that spectral analysis of radar signals can be used to detect vital signs.
Frequency modulation is majorly used in the field of communications for broadcasting information [42]. It is also used for telemetry to track moving objects in conjunction
with radars.The work [44], [40] demonstrates use of frequency modulation for telemetry.
Frequency modulation has also been used to detect seizures [2].
The work [16] uses VGG16 network to classify spectrograms for moving radar targets.
The work [12] uses VGG16 network for classification of spectrograms of ECG signals.
Spectrograms have been in use mainly to recognize patterns from ECG signals. The
work [26] deals with applying spectrograms on ECG signals to detect sleep apnea. This
research [18] deals with using spectrograms on ECG signals to detect arrhythmia using
convolutional neural networks.
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Although spectrograms have been used to ”detect” vital signs but they have not been
used to detect or predict abnormality by analyzing patterns from vital signs. To the best
of my knowledge, no work exists which uses the proposed method which is using frequency
modulation with spectrograms to recognize patterns from vital signs.

1.3

Thesis Outline
There are different chapters dealing with different portions of my thesis. The chapter

2 introduces different technical terms along with illustrations used in this work. The 3rd
chapter deals with discussing about different datasets used in this work in detail. It also
discusses how pre-processing is done on datasets. The next chapter deals with the experimental procedure. It describes in detail about how the cycle of experiment proceeded from
raw data to classification step-by-step. It also discusses about the number of augmentations
done and the need for it. The results chapter deals with the results obtained by applying
proposed method on different datasets and also comparing the results obtained to existing
baseline approaches. The conclusion section outlines the theme of thesis as well as the results obtained using proposed method. It also discusses about possible future works in the
direction of this research.
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Chapter 2

2.1

Background

Definition of Key Terms
This chapter deals with defining key terms frequently used in this thesis work. This

section will be beneficial for a layman reading this work to understand meaning and background of different technical terms. Getting familiar with these terms will help understanding
the point this thesis tries to make.

2.2

Vital Signs
Vital signs are clinical measurements of bodily functions. They quantify the physio-

logical state of a person. Few examples of vital signs include Heart Rate, Respiratory Rate,
Oxygen Saturation, Systolic and Diastolic Blood Pressures, Pulse Rate and many more.

2.3

Spectrograms
Spectrograms[30] visualize the frequency components of a time domain signal. Spec-

trograms divide a time domain signal into different fixed windows and use Fourier Transform[6] on each window to extract dominant frequencies and then stitch back all the windows
back into a single figure.

The figure 2.1 shows the audio signal sample and corresponding

spectrogram of that audio signal. We can observe from the figure that, the patterns in
spectrograms are directly dependant on dense and rare parts of the audio signal. But coming
to vital signs signal, there are no definite frequency components. We can observe that, the
spectrogram of vital signs signal does not yield any patterns.

5

Figure 2.1: Spectrogram of an audio signal and a vital signs signal.

2.4

Frequency Modulation
Frequency modulation[4] is a method to translate amplitude of a signal to frequency

of another signal. The frequency modulated signal has a frequency which varies directly
proportional to the amplitude of the input signal. Process of frequency modulation has 2
signals. Input signal or modulating signal which is the given input for example, vital signs
signal in this case. Another signal is carrier signal which is a higher frequency signal whose
frequency varies with amplitude of input signal after frequency modulation.
Equation for frequency modulation [4] is, f (t) = Ac cos(2πfc t + mi sin(2πfm t)) where,
f (t) is frequency modulated signal, Ac amplitude of carrier signal, Am is amplitude of message
or modulating signal, t is time, and mi stands for modulation index. Modulation index can
be given by ∆f /fm where, ∆ f stands for frequency deviation which tells about how much
the frequency of frequency modulated signal varies with amplitude of input signal.
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Figure 2.2: Frequency Modulation of sinusoidal signal and its spectrogram

Figure 2.3: Spectrogram representations of vital signs signal for class 0
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The figure 2.2 shows a sinusoidal carrier signal and sinusoidal modulating or input
signal. It can be observed in frequency modulated signal that the frequency of the signal is
directly proportional to the amplitude of modulating signal. The spectrogram of frequency
modulated signal brings out original modulating signal.
The figures 2.3, 2.4 show how frequency modulation works with vital signs signal.
We can see that the frequency of frequency modulated signal is changing proportional to the
amplitude of vital signs signal. Applying spectrogram on this frequency modulated signal
gives the representation of original signal.

2.5

Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional Neural Networks(CNN) [48][23] are combinations of convolutions and

neural networks. Convolutional layers help extracting relevant features from images where
as neural networks have neurons which have weights and biases which learn those features
extracted by convolutional layers and then classify the input.
Images are 2D matrices of pixels. Convolutional layers use 2D kernels to perform
convolutions on pixels. They slide a fixed size kernel typically of size 3x3 or 5x5 on the
pixels and perform the convolutions on those pixels to extract features. They also use
pooling layers to reduce the dimensions or compress the image. The images after getting
convoluted and pooled, they finally transform into another feature vector which has lesser
dimensions and concentrated features which can be easily learnt by a neural network.
The neural networks have neurons with weights and biases connected to each other
having different layers of neurons. They have activation functions which introduce nonlinearity so that the neural networks can learn complex functions and fit any curve.
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Figure 2.4: Spectrogram representations of vital signs signal for class 1

Figure 2.5: A Heart Rate signal before and after adding Gaussian Noise
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2.6

Data Augmentation
CNNs need very large amounts of data to learn on. Due to the sheer number of

parameters CNNs use to learn the data, having smaller datasets will cause overfitting where
the network learns the training data well but fail to generalize on unseen data.
To avoid this, we can create copies of data with slight modifications there by adding
more data. For the sake of experiments in this work, Gaussian noise has been added to the
signals to generate augmented signals. Gaussian noise is a set of random numbers which
are distributed normally around a mean with a standard distribution. The reference for this
approach has been taken from [34]. From the figure2.5, we can observe that, the second
signal is noisy but it still preserves the properties of the original input signal.
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Chapter 3

3.1

Data Collection and Pre-processing

Foreword
This chapter specifically deals with describing different datasets that have been used

in this thesis. It describes in detail about each dataset, how data is collected, how it is
transformed into usable form.

3.2

Categories of Datasets
The 4 datasets used in this study are
• MIMIC-III Dataset(MIMIC-III)[21, 20, 15]
• Pediatric Intensive Care Dataset(PIC)[24, 15]
• USF-Multimodal Neonatal Pain Dataset-I(USF-MNPAD-I)[35]
• A Non-EEG Biosignals Dataset for Assessment and Visualization of Neurological Status(NEBD)[3, 15]
These datasets can be categorized into 2 categories based on the task that is being

achieved using the datasets. The 2 categories are Prediction and Detection.

3.3

MIMIC-III Dataset
MIMIC-III[21],[20] is a large database comprising deidentified medical data of over

40,000 patients in critical care units of the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in a span
of 10 years. The database has information such as demographics, vital sign measurements
11

made at the bedside medications and mortality (includes post-hospital discharge). The vital
signs measured are sampled at 1 sample per hour. It contains information about 53,423
distinct hospital admissions for patients of all age groups. It also has data about 7870
neonates admitted to critical care units admitted to the same hospital from 2001 to 2008.
The median age of adult patients is 65.8 years with inter quartile range (Q1–Q3: 52.8–77.8).

• Number of unique patients considered for the experiment : 142
• Number of patients who had a hypotensive episode : 72
• Number of patients who did not have a hypotensive episode : 70
• Number of samples per patient : 1
• Sampling frequency of data : 1 data-point per hour
In this dataset, the mean arterial pressure data has been extracted and used as feature
for the prediction task. In the paper [1] it has been established that blood pressure signal
holds patterns which help us predict an imminent hypotensive episode. Hypotensive episode
can be defined as an episode where the mean arterial pressure is less than 60 mmHg for
atleast 30 minutes. Just like the above referenced paper, the mean arterial pressure signal
is divided into 3 different windows. Observation window, gap window and target window.
Patterns from data in observation window are analyzed to predict if a hypotensive episode
occurs in target window or not with a gap window in between.
The data from observation window is now frequency modulated. Then spectrogram
is applied on frequency modulated signal and the spectrogram is saved which can be sent to
CNNs for feature extraction.
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Figure 3.1: Mean arterial pressure signal divided into 3 windows
3.4

PIC Dataset
The pediatric intensive care database[24, 15] consists of de-identified information of

13,941 children(age range 0-18) admitted to critical care units at a children’s hospital in
China. It consists of information regarding vital signs, medications, mortality rate. The
dataset also consists another section where vital signs data is recorded for patients during
surgery. The sampling frequency of this data is 1 data sample per 5 minutes.

• Total number of Neonates in the dataset : 600
• Number of unique patients considered for the experiment : 300
• Number of patients who had a hypotensive episode : 225
• Number of patients who did not have a hypotensive episode : 75
13

Figure 3.2: Spectrogram of FM signal of MAP signal for class 0
• Number of samples per patient : variable
• Total number of samples for all patients : 573
• Sampling frequency of data : 1 data-point per 5 minutes
For the purpose of this experiment only neonates have been considered. Systolic
blood pressure which has been collected during surgery has been used as a feature to predict
an imminent hypotensive episode. The systolic pressure signal is divided into 3 different
windows. Observation window, gap window and target window. Patterns from data in observation window are analyzed to predict if a hypotensive episode occurs in target window or
not with a gap window in between. Frequency modulation is applied on data from observation window and spectrogram is applied on frequency modulated signal. The spectrograms
then generated are fed into CNNs for pattern recognition.
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Figure 3.3: Spectrogram of FM signal of MAP signal for class 1

Figure 3.4: Systolic pressure signal divided into 3 windows

3.5

USF-MNPAD-I
The dataset used here is MNPAD-I which is Neonatal Pain Assessment Dataset.This

dataset deals with acute pain during operation and also post operation. It has already been
proved in [47] that vital signs give away patterns regarding the pain state of a neonate. The
main vital signs used for assessment and classification are Heart Rate, Respiratory Rate and
Oxygen Saturation levels.

15

Figure 3.5: Spectrogram of FM signal of Systolic Pressure for class 1

Figure 3.6: Spectrogram of FM signal of Systolic Pressure for class 0
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The same experiment of classification of pain and no pain based on vital signs is done
using the reconstructed signal spectrogram approach. As oxygen saturation does not change
much and even reconstructed signal cannot give out much patterns, it has been discarded
for this experiment. The data considered for experiment is a 10 seconds sample with a data
point for every 1 second. The data is collected in different states like 1 minute before
operation, during the operation, and upto 5 minutes post operation. Every state has 10
seconds sample along with ground truth values indicating if the baby is experiencing pain(1)
or no pain(0).

Figure 3.7: Spectrogram of FM signal of Respiratory Rate signal for no pain class
Frequency modulation is applied on data samples and visualized through spectrograms which are fed into CNNs for classification.
• Total number of Neonates in the dataset : 12
• Number of samples per patient : variable
• Total number of samples for all patients : 78
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Figure 3.8: Spectrogram of FM signal of Respiratory Rate signal for pain class
• Sampling frequency of data : 1 data-point per 1 second
3.6

NEBD
A Non-EEG Biosignals Dataset for Assessment and Visualization of Neurological

Status Dataset[3] contains non-EEG physiological signals collected at University of Texas
at Dallas, collecting physiological signals while 20 subjects underwent different episodes of
stress and relaxation. The data was collected using wrist worn biosensors and contains EDA,
temperature, acceleration, heart rate (HR), and arterial oxygen level (SpO2).
The subjects in the dataset go through different stages of stress and relaxation. Each
stage is divided into 5 minutes. Physical,cognitive and emotional stress stages are separated
from each other by relaxation states in between them. The total signal length for each
subject is approximately of 35 minutes.
• Total number of subjects in the dataset : 20
18

Figure 3.9: Spectrogram of FM signal of Heart Rate signal for relaxation class

Figure 3.10: Spectrogram of FM signal of Heart Rate signal for stress class
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• Number of samples per patient : 6 (3 stress and 3 relaxation)
• Total number of samples for all patients : 120
• Sampling frequency of data : 1 data-point per 1 second
• Number of total stress samples : 60
• Number of total relaxation samples : 60

20

Chapter 4

4.1

Experiment

Foreword
This sections deals with explaining the experimentation process in detail.

4.2

Experimentation Pipeline

Figure 4.1: Figure depicting the flow cycle of experiment
The figure 4.1 depicts the experimentation cycle followed in this work. The vital signs
signal is given as an input to frequency modulator which encodes the vital signs signal into
frequency of carrier signal there by modulating it generating the frequency modulated signal.
The frequency modulated signal is now fed as an input to spectrogram generator which
generates the spectrograms of the frequency modulated signal. The generated spectrogram
is now sent into CNN for detection or prediction.
PostgreSQL has been used for MIMIC-III[20] and PIC[24] to extract the required
data samples. For frequency modulation and generating spectrograms, MATLAB has been
used.
21

For designing CNNs , training the model and obtaining the results, python along with
modules like numpy, keras, pandas, scikit-learn have been used.
The spectrograms generated for all the datasets have a hamming window size of 24.
In this work,for all the datasets, the carrier signal frequency(fc ) was set at 50KHz and
frequency deviation (∆f ) used was 850Hz.
The data augmentation has been done by adding gaussian noise to the input signal.
The number of augmentations done for each dataset is different from each other. The
augmentations are done in such a way that the positive and negative class have almost the
same number of samples to balance the dataset. The augmentations done for each dataset
and total number of samples after augmentations are as follows.

4.3

Number of Augmentations for MIMIC-III Dataset
• Number of original samples in class 0 (non-hypotensive episode) : 70
• Number of original samples in class 1 (hypotensive episode) : 72
• Augmentation done using Gaussian noise of mean = 0 and standard deviation of 3
• Number of augmentations for class 0 : 70*14 = 980
• Number of augmentations for class 1 : 72*14 = 1008
• Total number of samples after augmentations = 2140
• CNN architecture used : VGG16

4.4

Number of Augmentations for PIC Dataset
• Number of original samples in class 0 (non-hypotensive episode) : 318
• Number of original samples in class 1 (hypotensive episode) : 255
• Augmentation done using Gaussian noise of mean = 0 and standard deviation of 3
22

• Number of augmentations for class 0 : 318*7 = 2226
• Number of augmentations for class 1 : 255*9 = 2295
• Total number of samples after augmentations = 5094
• CNN architecture used : VGG16
4.5

Number of Augmentations for USF-MNPAD-I
• Number of original samples in class 0 (no-pain) : 57
• Number of original samples in class 1 (pain ) : 21
• Augmentation done using Gaussian noise of mean = 0 and standard deviation of 3
• Number of augmentations for class 0 : 57*9 = 513
• Number of augmentations for class 1 : 21*26 = 546
• Total number of samples after augmentations = 1137
• CNN architecture used : Custom
For USF-MNPAD-I dataset, a custom CNN architecture has been used which has far

lesser number of parameters compared to VGG16 architecture. The data samples in USFMNPAD-I dataset are less. Using a complex architecture like VGG16 causes overfitting and
may not generalize well. The architecture of smaller model used for this dataset is shown in
4.1.

4.6

Number of Augmentations for NEBD
• Number of original samples in class 0 (relaxation) : 60
• Number of original samples in class 1 (stress) : 60
23

Table 4.1: Architecture of smaller model for USF-MNPAD-I
Layers
Conv2D
Conv2D
MaxPooling
Conv2D
Dense
Total parameters

Details
128*3*3, pad = same
128*3*3, pad = same
pool size = 2*2
64*3*3, pad = same
1, Sigmoid
113,489

• Augmentation done using Gaussian noise of mean = 0 and standard deviation of 1
• Number of augmentations for class 0 : 60*28 = 1680
• Number of augmentations for class 1 : 60*28 = 1680
• Total number of samples after augmentations = 3480
• CNN architecture used : VGG16
After data augmentations, the new noisy signals go through the same experimental
flow mentioned above and spectrograms are generated.

4.7

Recognizing Patterns
The generated spectrograms are now ready to be sent into CNNs for pattern recog-

nition. VGG16[39] has been predominantly used in this work except for USF-MNPAD-I
dataset. As the USF-MNPAD-I dataset has lesser number of subjects and samples, a simpler CNN model is designed to train on the data.
Subject wise cross validation[36] has been used to validate the model. Subject wise
cross validation has been used as opposed to record wise cross validation as it does not make
sense to train on the same subject and test on the same subject. The model is trained on
subjects in training set and it is tested on subjects which are in testing set.

24

The subjects in training and testing are mutually exclusive. Also, it is made sure
that test set does not have any augmented samples as augmentations are done only to boost
the training process.
Snapshot ensemble[17] method has been used instead of normal ensemble method[11]
where many models are trained individually and outputs are ensembled based on majority
voting method. This requires high computational resources. But in the case of snapshot
ensembling, only one model is trained and snapshots of weights of the models is taken
during different epochs and the predictions from the snapshots of that model are ensembled
using majority voting method.

25

Chapter 5

5.1

Results

Definition of Metrics
This section defines different metrics used in this work to represent the efficacy of

proposed work.

5.1.1 Accuracy
Accuracy is defined as the ratio of correct classifications to total inputs.

5.1.2 Precision
Precision is the ratio of true positives to total number of positives classified by the
classifier.

5.1.3 Recall
Recall is the ratio of true positives to the actual number of positives present in the
sample set.

5.1.4 F1-score
F1-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall scores.

5.1.5 Area Under Curve(AUC)
AUC is the area under the curve plotted between true positive rate and false positive
rate for different values of true positive rates and false positive rates.
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5.2

Results from MIMIC-III Dataset
This section explores results obtained using the proposed method on MIMIC-III

dataset for predicting an imminent hypotensive episode. The hyperparameters used for
VGG16 network to train on the dataset are as follows.
• Number of epochs : 12
• Batch size = 32
• Max Learning rate : 0.0001
• Validation split : 10%
• Total Number of snapshots : 6 (1 snapshot for every 2 epochs)
• Number of snapshots for ensemble averaging : 3 (snapshots from 12th,10th,8th epochs)
• Mode of averaging : Non-weighted
• Optimizer : RMSProp
Number of epochs are chosen to be 12 because, the validation loss starts to stabilize
and starts increasing after 12 epochs which means that the model has trained well for only 12
epochs. Learning rate has been chosen to be 0.0001 to balance overshooting from the minima
and slower convergence into loss. 6 snapshots have been chosen because we need atleast 3
snapshots for final predictions. Taking a snapshot for every epoch would be too much and
snapshot for every 3 epochs would be too little. Validation split is made in the dataset to
preserve few samples from data to validate while training to tune the hyperparameters.
The baseline method uses logistic regression algorithm for classification of observation window if the target window is going to be hypotensive or not. In baseline method,
the features from observation window are marked 1 or 0 (hypotensive or non hypotensive)
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Table 5.1: Results obtained from MIMIC-III dataset compared to baseline
Dataset

Approach
Moghadam et al.[28]

MIMIC-III

Proposed
with augmentations
Proposed
without augmentations

Class
Non-Hypotensive
Hypotensive
Overall
Non-Hypotensive
Hypotensive
Overall
Non-Hypotensive
Hypotensive
Overall

Precision
90.55
88.00
90.58
91.43
91.67
91.55
83.78
88.23
86.04

Recall
92.18
85.00
90.67
91.43
91.67
91.55
88.57
83.33
85.91

F1-score
91.32
86.33
90.54
91.43
91.67
91.55
86.11
85.71
85.90

Table 5.2: Comparision of accuracy and AUC of baseline and proposed method
Dataset
MIMIC-III

Approach
Moghadam et al.[28]
Proposed with augmentations
Proposed without augmentations

Accuracy
90.67
91.55
89.40

AUC
0.96
0.92
0.89

depending on the state of target window. Logistic regression was used in default settings in
this work to generate the baseline results.
From the tables 5.1, 5.2 it can be clearly seen that the proposed method performs better
than the existing baseline approach in precision, recall, F1-score for hypotensive class and
on the whole. As we are more concerned about the hypotensive class, having better results
for this class is very beneficial. The overall accuracy obtained using the proposed method is
better than the existing baseline approach.

5.3

PIC Dataset
This section explores results obtained using the proposed method on PIC dataset for

predicting an imminent hypotensive episode. The hyperparameters used for VGG16 network
to train on the dataset are as follows.
• Number of epochs : 24
• Batch size = 32
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Table 5.3: Results obtained from PIC dataset compared to baseline
Dataset

Approach
Moghadam et al [28]

PIC
Proposed
with augmentations
Proposed
without augmentations

Class
Non-Hypotensive
Hypotensive
Overall
Non-Hypotensive
Hypotensive
Overall
Non-Hypotensive
Hypotensive
Overall

Precision
86.90
86.96
87.32
88.71
86.22
87.60
87.89
86.05
87.07

Recall
88.24
85.65
86.90
88.99
85.88
87.61
88.99
84.70
87.08

F1-score
87.36
86.08
86.90
88.85
86.05
87.61
88.43
85.37
87.07

• Max Learning rate : 0.00001
• Validation split : 10%
• Total Number of snapshots : 8 (1 snapshot for every 3 epochs)
• Number of snapshots for ensemble averaging : 3 (snapshots from 24th,21st,18th epochs)
• Mode of averaging : Non-weighted
• Optimizer : RMSProp
On this dataset, the validation loss starts plateauing after 24 epochs and starts increasing which is not desirable. Hence, the training process has been stopped for 24 epochs.
To train on this data, model required a lower learning rate as higher learning rate is off
shooting from the minima of loss. Number of snapshots taken during taken are 8 and the
final 3 of them are chosen for prediction.Validation split is made in the dataset to preserve
few samples from data to validate while training to tune the hyperparameters.
From the tables 5.3, 5.4 we can observe that the proposed method has a better overall
accuracy, better overall precision, recall and F1-scores and also better precision , recall and
F1-scores for non-hypotensive class compared to the baseline approach. It can be seen that
the proposed method performs on par with the pre-existing approach. The baseline method
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Table 5.4: Accuracy and AUC of baseline and proposed method
Dataset
PIC

Approach
Moghadam et al [28]
Proposed with augmentations
Proposed without augmentations

Accuracy
86.90
87.61
87.08

AUC
0.95
0.87
0.86

uses logistic regression algorithm for classification of observation window if the target window
is going to be hypotensive or not. In baseline method, the features from observation window
are marked 1 or 0 (hypotensive or non hypotensive) depending on the state of target window.
Logistic regression was used in default settings in this work to generate the baseline results.

5.4

USF-MNPAD-I Dataset
This section explores results obtained using the proposed method on USF-MNPAD-

I dataset for predicting an imminent hypotensive episode. The hyperparameters used for
VGG16 network to train on the dataset are as follows.
• Number of epochs : 45
• Batch size = 32
• Max Learning rate : 0.0001
• Validation split : 10%
• Total Number of snapshots : 15 (1 snapshot for every 3 epochs)
• Number of snapshots for ensemble averaging : 3 (snapshots from 45th,42nd,39th
epochs)
• Mode of averaging : Non-weighted
• Optimizer : RMSProp
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On this dataset, the validation loss starts plateauing after 45 epochs and starts increasing which is not desirable. Hence, the training process has been stopped for 45 epochs.
To train on this data, model required a higher learning rate as lower learning rate is not able
to converge. Number of snapshots taken during taken are 15 and the final 3 of them are
chosen for prediction.Validation split is made in the dataset to preserve few samples from
data to validate while training to tune the hyperparameters.
Table 5.5: Results from USF-MNPAD-I(HR) dataset compared to baseline
Dataset

Approach
Zamzmi et al [47]

USF
-MNPAD-I
(HR)

Proposed
with augmentations
Proposed
without augmentations

Class
No-pain
Pain
Overall
No-pain
Pain
Overall
Non-Hypotensive
Hypotensive
Overall

Precision
72.58
25.00
59.77
75.44
33.33
64.10
72.05
19.92
57.76

Recall
78.95
19.05
62.82
75.44
33.33
64.10
85.89
8.73
64.56

F1-score
75.63
21.62
61.09
75.44
33.33
64.10
78.38
12.25
60.00

Table 5.6: Accuracy and AUC from baseline and proposed method
Dataset
USF-MNPAD-I(HR)

Approach
Zamzmi et al [47]
Proposed with augmentations
Proposed without augmentations

Accuracy
60.82
64.10
65.20

AUC
0.49
0.54
0.47

In the baseline method,feature selection is applied on data and then the machine
learning algorithm is trained on the extracted features. The same procedure has been followed on this data to compare it with the proposed method.
From the tables 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 we can observe that for heart rate, the proposed
method has a better overall accuracy, better overall precision, recall and F1-scores and also
better precision , recall and F1-scores for pain class compared to the baseline approach. The
proposed approach also has a better accuracy and AUC compared to the baseline method.
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Table 5.7: Results from USF-MNPAD-I(RR) dataset compared to baseline
Dataset

Approach
Zamzmi et al [47]

USF
-MNPAD-I
(RR)

Proposed
with augmentations
Proposed
without augmentations

Class
No-pain
Pain
Overall
No-pain
Pain
Overall
Non-Hypotensive
Hypotensive
Overall

Precision
82.26
62.50
76.94
77.36
36.00
66.22
72.23
0.00
53.20

Recall
89.47
47.62
78.20
71.93
42.86
64.10
95.02
0.00
69.47

F1-score
85.71
54.05
77.19
74.55
39.13
65.01
81.84
0.00
60.00

Table 5.8: Accuracy and AUC from baseline and proposed method
Dataset
USF-MNPAD-I(RR)

5.5

Approach
Zamzmi et al [47]
Proposed with augmentations
Proposed without augmentations

Accuracy
78.73
64.10
69.20

AUC
0.69
0.57
0.47

Results from NEBD Dataset
This section explores results obtained using the proposed method on NEBD dataset

for predicting an imminent hypotensive episode. The hyperparameters used for VGG16
network to train on the dataset are as follows.
Table 5.9: Results obtained from NEBD dataset compared to the baseline method
Dataset

Approach
Jafari et al [19]

NEBD
Proposed
with augmentations
Proposed
without augmentations

Class
Relaxation
Stress
Overall
Relaxation
Stress
Overall
Non-Hypotensive
Hypotensive
Overall

Precision
75.00
78.57
76.79
91.67
91.67
91.67
80.86
94.05
87.07

Recall
80.00
73.33
76.67
91.67
91.67
91.67
95.00
77.80
86.38

F1-score
77.42
75.86
76.64
91.67
91.67
91.67
88.43
84.73
86.00
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• Number of epochs : 30
• Batch size = 64
• Max Learning rate : 0.00001
• Validation split : 10%
• Total Number of snapshots : 10 (1 snapshot for every 3 epochs)
• Number of snapshots for ensemble averaging : 3 (snapshots from 30th,27th,24th epochs)
• Mode of averaging : Non-weighted
• Optimizer : RMSProp
Table 5.10: Accuracy and AUC from baseline and proposed method
Dataset
NEBD

Approach
Jafari et al [19]
Proposed with augmentations
Proposed without augmentations

Accuracy
76.67
91.67
86.05

AUC
0.77
0.92
0.86

Number of epochs are chosen to be 30 because, the validation loss starts to stabilize
and starts increasing after 30 epochs which means that the model has trained well for only
30 epochs. Learning rate has been chosen to be 0.00001 to balance overshooting from the
minima and slower convergence into loss. Validation split is made in the dataset to preserve
few samples from data to validate while training to tune the hyperparameters.
The baseline method translates time series data into images and then those images
are classified using a custom CNN model. The same procedure is followed on this data. The
time series data is translated to images using Gramian Angular Fields and then the images
are classified by the model which has same architecture as of the baseline method of that
paper.
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From the table 5.9, 5.10 it can be observed that the proposed method performs
better than the baseline method in all the metrics. These results are tested for statistical
significance using T-test[41] and Wilcoxon signed rank test[7]. As the method used was
subject wise cross validation for both proposed and baseline methods with same splits, there
were 20 folds giving rise to 20 samples of accuracies. As t-test requires more number of
samples, the cross validation was repeated multiple times to generate more samples. For
Wilcoxon test, as less number of samples are enough, values from multiple repetitions are
averaged to single value to get 20 samples.
Using T-test, the p-value obtained from 200 samples generated by repeating cross
validation 10 times is less than 0.00001 which is less than the 0.05 confidence interval. To
re-confirm this, Wilcoxon test was performed on 20 samples which gave the statistical value
of 14 for 20 samples which is less than the critical value of 52 for 20 samples and confidence
interval of 0.05. Both the tests give enough evidence to suggest that the proposed method
is performing better than baseline and the results are statistically significant.
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Chapter 6

6.1

Conclusion and Future Work

Final Analysis
Spectrograms handle signals with high sampling rate and frequency variability well

but fail to represent patterns in signals which have low sampling rate and low frequency
variability like vital signs. In this work, the proposed novel solution solves this issue in
vital signs with the help of frequency modulation. Frequency modulation translates the
varying amplitude of vital signs signal to varying frequency of another high frequency signal.
This new reconstructed signal has a higher sampling rate and high frequency variability
compared to the input vital signs signal. As the frequency variation is directly proportional
to the amplitude of vital signs signal, the information from original vital signs signal is
preserved. Now, as we have a new signal with high frequency variability, this signal can
be now analyzed using spectrograms and it will reveal the patterns from original vital signs
signal.
Data augmentation has been done by adding random normal noise to the original
vital signs signal and applying frequency modulation on the noisy signal and then applying
spectrogram on it. Convolutional neural networks have been used to extract relevant features
from spectrograms and classify them. Using the proposed method, 2 different tasks have
been achieved which are prediction and detection. The efficacy of the method has been
tested on 4 different datasets.
The results obtained in the previous section advocate that the proposed method works
well in recognizing patterns from vital signs using spectrograms. On the prediction tasks
performed on MIMIC-III dataset[20, 15] and on PIC dataset[24, 15], the proposed method’s
performance has been on par or even better in some metrics like overall precision, recall, F135

score and accuracy compared to the baseline approach. For the detection tasks on NEBD
dataset [3, 15] the proposed method performed better in all metrics compared to baseline
method. On USF-MNPAD-I dataset[35], the proposed method had better overall metrics
for heart rate signal but the baseline method is better than proposed method in all metrics
for respiratory rate signal. We can observe that,the results obtained without augmentation
are not as good as the results obtained using augmentations. There is a clear drop in AUC
values as no augmentation can make the dataset imbalanced because augmentations not
only increase the number of samples but also balance the dataset by carefully measuring the
number of samples in each class.

6.2

Future Work
The proposed method is novel and has a scope to expand its usage into different time

series signals.This method can be suitable to use when we want to ensemble audio, video,
image and vital signs data using CNNs. As vital signs are now translated to images, they can
be now sent as input to CNNs along with other kinds of image data.The datasets I explored
for this work had Heart Rate, Blood Pressure, Respiratory Rate as the features which are
univariate time series signals. But there are many other univariate time series signals which
can be analyzed. For example, temperature, Electro Dermal Activity(EDA), accelerometer
readings, gyroscope readings also constitute for univariate time series signals. Applying
the proposed method on these signals will yield patterns which can be analyzed by using
neural networks. Also, further experiments can be done with different carrier frequencies
and frequency deviations to find an optimal carrier frequency and frequency deviation for
specific dataset to yield precise results.
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